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ABSTRACT A differential feeding for a cavity slot antenna is presented. The proposed feeding is based on
a simple mechanism rather than the traditional complex networks that suffer from high losses. It is based
on exciting the first higher order mode (TE10) of the ridge gap waveguide (RGW) by enlarging the ridge
width. This enlargement would excite some undesired even modes that are suppressed by inserting a vertical
perfectly electric conducting (PEC) wall in the middle of the waveguide based on the concept of magic tee
operation. The proposed 4×4 cavity slot antenna is implemented using substrate integratedwaveguide (SIW)
technology. Two horizontal slots on the top of proposed wide RGW, representing the differential feeding
approach, are implemented to feed the cavity slot antenna. The slots couple the fields with same amplitudes
and 180◦ phase difference to the cavity. The electric fields of the two coupling slots have odd symmetry in
the x-axis, and subsequently, uniform electric field distribution of the TE440 mode of a cavity can be excited.
The 4/4 radiating slots are etched on the top of the cavity in a specific distribution to ensure having in-phase
fields for broadside radiation with low-cross-polarization levels. The measurement and simulation results of
the proposed cavity slot antenna are in a good agreement. The obtained results confirm that the proposed
antenna achieves a relative bandwidth of 7.1% for −10-dB return loss, a gain of about 16.5 dBi, and a side
lobe level about−17 dB in E-plane and−13.8 dB in H-plane. Moreover, the proposed antenna provides low
cross-polarization levels (−35 dB in E-plane and −27 dB in H-plane) within the operating frequency band
of 32.5 to 34.9 GHz. With this achieved low profile, high gain, and high efficiency of the proposed cavity
slot antenna, it may have a great potential for millimeter-wave (MMW) applications.

INDEX TERMS Ridge gap waveguide, high order mode, differential feeding network, symmetric radiation,
low cross polarization level, millimeter wave, back cavity antenna, substrate integrated waveguide.

I. INTRODUCTION
For future wireless networks, a high data rate is an essential
requirement. Extensive researches have been carried out to
take advantage of available spectrum resources. Most of the
existing standards around the world operate in the range
of 300 MHz–3GHz and that is expected to be depleted soon.
For this reason, the current research’s focus is to find an
alternative, and millimeter-wave (MMW) band is the most
suitable option in this regard [1]–[3]. Therefore, the MMW
mobile broadband system has become the best candidate
to provide the requirement of the fifth generation mobile
communication system.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Raghvendra Kumar Kumar Chaudhary.

Components and antennas design at millimeter-wave band
is the primary phase for implementing mm-wave wireless
communication systems. High gain with sufficiently large
operating bandwidth, compact size and low losses are the
essential requirements. Many previous research efforts are
shown for realizing antennas and components work at MMW
band based on different technologies (substrate integrated
waveguide (SIW) [4], microstrip lines [5], non-radiative
dielectric (NRD) waveguide [6], [7] and rectangular waveg-
uide (RWG) [8], [9]).

Most of these developed technologies have some limita-
tions that could adversely affect the performance of antennas
or devices. Most of these technologies have a drawback of
high dielectric losses and inability to handle high power,
which is considered the most prominent threat in microwave
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applications. In [8], [9], a coupler is designed based on rectan-
gular waveguides (RWG). However, the rectangular waveg-
uide is bulky and hard to be integrated with other devices
at high frequencies in particular at millimeter wave (MMW)
band.

SIW-based structures have the advantages of rectangular
waveguides and planar configurations such as low loss com-
pared with the microstrip and coplanar transmission lines,
compact profile, and is easy to integrate with planar cir-
cuits. These features and benefits make SIW technology a
promising nominee to be used in compact MMW antenna
structures [10], [11]. A low-profile cavity-backed SIW slot
antenna designed to enhance bandwidth by combining a
two different eigenmodes is presented in [12]. However, this
antenna’s gain is less than 7 dB, which is relatively low for
MMW application.

Correspondingly in [13]–[15], a single-fed low-cost high
gain slotted cavity antenna based on SIW technology using
high-order modes (TE330, TE44) are presented. However,
building a single layer large array using probe-feed is hard to
physically realize. Meanwhile, the designed single feed can-
not provide equal power distribution on the slots especially at
high order cavity modes. With unequal power distribution,
the dominant mode will be weak, and this will affect the
radiation pattern and the cross-polarization In addition, all
these antennas have a disadvantage of narrow bandwidth
which is about 5%.

In [16], [17], differential-fed patch antennas are used to
achieve good performances such as low cross-polarization
level and symmetry in E and H-plane radiation patterns.
However, the network used for the differential feeding suffer
from dielectric losses.

In this work, a slot cavity antenna fed by TE10-mode
RGW is presented. For achieving differential performance,
a 4 × 4 cavity slot array is fed by using the proposed wide
RGW, in which two slots are etched on the top plate of
RGW. Because of this feeding technique, symmetrical radia-
tion patterns with low cross-polarization level are achieved
for the slot cavity antenna. Additionally, since RGW can
be designed in printed form [18]–[21], the proposed wide
RGW can be easily integrated with monolithic microwave
integrated circuits. Up to the authors’ knowledge, this pro-
posed TE10-mode RGW and its use as a differential feeding
is presented for the first time in literature.

This paper is organized as follow. The structure of the
unit cell of RGW, the configuration of proposed wide ridge
mode, and their simulated results are presented and described
in Section II. Section III shows how a magic tee is used
to eliminate even modes while keeping only the odd mode.
Finally, antenna configuration and results are presented in
Section IV.

II. RIDGE GAP WAVEGUIDE ANALYSIS
A. UNIT CELL
The unit cell dimensions are chosen to have the operating
band between 25GHz and 40GHz. The dispersion diagram

of the unit cells is obtained using a commercial software
(HFSS). The unit cell configuration is shown in Fig. 1(a),
where the cells are molded by metallic cylinders with radius
b = 0.5mm, height d = 2.3mm, period a = 2.5mm, and air
gap height h = 1mm

FIGURE 1. The configuration of unit cell and its dispersion diagram.
(a) The configuration of the unit cell. (b) Dispersion diagram.

The dispersion diagram of the unit cell, shown in Fig. 1(b),
is obtained based on assuming that the propagation is in the
z-direction. From this dispersion diagram, it can be shown
that there is a band gap from 22 GHz to 50 GHz.

B. RGW SECTION
In order to realize the complete RGW, a metal ridge with
width w is used as shown in Fig. 2(a). The ridge width
is chosen to be w = 7.5mm in order to guarantee the
excitation of the fundamental (quasi-TEM) and the higher
order modes (TEm0) over the operating bandwidth. Using
the Eigen mode solver in high frequency structure simulator
(HFSS), the dispersion diagram of the RGW can be obtained
as shown in Fig.2 (b). The RGW section consists of a ridge
line surrounded by three bandgap unit cells from each side
(Fig. 2 (a)). Periodic (master and slave) boundary condition is
applied along the z-axis, while a periodic or PMC boundary
conditions are applied in the y-z planes at both ends of the
RGW section (this boundary condition does not affect the
ridge line modes of our interest as they are far from the ridge
line). Perfect electric boundary conditions have been applied
to the top and bottom of the RGW section (x-z planes). In the
bandgap region (from 25 to 43 GHz), the propagating modes
along the ridge are: (1) the quasi-TEMmode (first even mode
which dotted in blue line), and (2) the first odd mode TE10
(which dotted in red line), and (3) the second even mode TE20
(which dotted in black line. The other modes that appear on
both sides of the bandgap region are out of our scope.
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FIGURE 2. The configuration of wide RGW and dispersion curves of RGW
obtained from HFSS. (a) The configuration of wide RGW. (b) Dispersion
diagram. (c) Electric field distribution of the first three modes proposed
wide RGW.

Using HFSS, electric fields distribution of the first three
modes propagate on the ridge between 25GHz to 43 GHz can
be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2(c). From this figure, it is clear
that both of the fundamental mode and second higher order
mode have even symmetry while the first higher mode has
odd symmetry.

All the modes excited within this RGW are propagating
along the z-direction. The periodic bed of nails acts as a
perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) which satisfies the

boundary conditions of this RGW structure [22]–[23]. Based
on the PMC boundary conditions, one can write the expres-
sion for the electric field component on the ridge of the
structure in Fig. 2(a) as follow

Ey =
∞∑

m=0,2,4

Em cos (kxmx) e−jkmz

+

∞∑
m=1,3,5

Em sin (kxmx) e−jkzmz (1)

where x = 0 is taken at the center of the ridge.
The Electric field distribution for the TEM, TE10 and

TE20 modes at the middle of the air gap along the x-axis

can be approximated by the curves shown in Fig. 3 based on
equation (1). From Fig. 3, it can be observed that the field
distribution of the two even modes in RGW is maximum in
the center and at the PMC walls (w/2) while the odd mode is
maximum at the PMC walls and vanishes at the center.

FIGURE 3. Cross sectional fields distribution of the first three modes.

The proposed cavity slot antenna is designed to be excited
differentially by the RGW TE10 mode. Accordingly, both the
quasi-TEM and the TE20 modes that shown in dispersion
diagram should be suppressed to guarantee single mode oper-
ation. In view of Fig. 3, if a vertical PEC wall located on the
origin point (0,0) on the graph, only fist odd mode (dotted red
line) satisfy the boundary condition at the PEC wall while the
other even modes (Q-TEM and second even modes) (dotted
blue and black line respectively) do not satisfy the new bound-
ary condition, where those modes have a maximum E-field at
the center. Therefore, in such structure with such boundary
conditions, only the odd mode will be propagated on the
ridge. So by imposing a PEC wall at the middle of the ridge
line, the even modes are eliminated and only the odd mode
exist. To prove that, the following ridge gap waveguide with a
PEC wall at the middle is investigated and the corresponding
dispersion diagram is shown in Fig. 4(a). From the dispersion
diagram shown in Fig. 4(b), it is clear that there is only one
propagating mode TE10, from 25 GHz to 43 GHz.
In order to verify this analysis, a simulated results of elec-

tric fields distribution of the propagated modes of RGWwith
PEC wall is shown in Fig. 4(c). From this figure, it is clear
that only the odd mode (TE10) satisfies the new boundary
condition.

The simulated E-field distribution of the TE10 mode in
such a RGW structure is shown in Fig. 5. From this figure,
one can notice the odd symmetry of the electric field with
respect to the x-axis can be used to create two horizontal slots
to differently feed the cavity.

III. TE10 MODE TRANSITION STRUCTURE
A. MAGIC TEE IMPLEMENTION
A vertical PEC wall over the ridge is necessary for ensuring
the suppression of the undesired even modes to guarantee
the propagation of only TE10 mode over the bandwidth for
single mode operation. This vertical PEC in the form shown
in Fig. 4(a) is hard to physically construct. As an alternative
solution, the magic tee structure shown in Fig. 6 can be used
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FIGURE 4. The configuration of RGW with PEC boundary at the middle
and its dispersion curves. (a) The configuration of RGW. (b) Dispersion
diagram. (c) Electric field distribution of the RGW.

FIGURE 5. Electric and magnetic field distribution of the RGW first odd
mode TE10 (proposed wide RGW).

to achieve the same behavior, but with a realizable geometry.
The magic tee provides a differential excitation to the ridge
line which imposes a virtual PEC wall at the middle of
the ridge. Therefore, only the odd mode is excited on the
ridge and the even modes are suppressed. A magic tee is
commonly used to feed microwave systems. A traditional
magic tee consists of four ports and can be used as an E-plane
or H-plane power dividers. For example, when the power is
applied to the difference port of the magic tee, the power
will be equally divided between two ports with 180◦ phase
shift and the remaining port is isolated. In this work, a short

FIGURE 6. The configuration of the magic tee transition. (a) 3D view with
the electric field distribution. (b) Top view right, middle cut left.

circuit is placed in the isolation port of the magic tee as it does
not affect the magic tee performance. Fig. 6 (a) shows a 3D
view of the three-port magic tee structure with all associated
dimensions are listed in Table 1. In the shown geometry,
port 1 is the input port while port 2 and port 3 are the output
ports. When exciting this structure at port 1, the power is
equally divided between port 2 and port 3 with 180◦ phase
shift between them as clearly appears in the field distribution
of Fig. 6(a). A hemisphere is used as shown in Fig. 6(b) in
order to improve the matching [24].

TABLE 1. Dimensions of the magic tee.

The simulated magnitude and phase responses of the
S-parameters of the designed magic tee are shown in
Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively where the transmission levels
to port 2 and port 3 are about −3 dB from 26 to 40 GHz,
the reflection level at port 1 is below −20dB and the phase
difference between port 2 and port 3 is 180 degrees.

B. RGW EXCITATION BY MAGIC TEE
In order to excite the proposed wide RGW, the magic tee
shown in Fig. 6 is used where its output ports 2 and 3 are
the inputs to the wide RGW as shown in Fig. 8(a), the top
metal plate is hidden to show the inside structure. By applying
the power to port1 of the magic tee, the power is equally
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FIGURE 7. The magic tee S-parameters. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase.

divided between port 2 and port 3 with 180◦ phase shift.
Then those outputs are used as inputs of the proposed wide
RGW. Fig. 8(b) shows the electric field distribution of the
mode that can propagate in this ridge from different views.
From the E-filed distribution, it is clear that there is only one
propagating mode TE10 within the ridge with the tangential
electric field is zero in the middle of the ridge and maximum
on its sides.

By applying the superposition method of these two inputs,
the even modes are eliminated while only the odd mode
propagates inside the wide RGW. The simulated E-field dis-
tribution in RGW with the magic tee transition is shown also
in Fig. 8(a). A very good matching is achieved over the whole
bandwidth between 28 GHz and 39 GHz which is shown
in Fig. 8(c).

IV. ANTENNA DESIGN
A. CONCEPT
Fig. 9 shows the H-field and E-field distribution inside a
square waveguide cavity which is fed using two horizontal
slots. From Fig.9 (a), it is clear that, there are 4× 4 standing
waves uniformly distributed in the cavity which demonstrates
that the excited mode is TE440. Thus, it is possible to excite
this mode by using two horizontal slots as differential feeding
in both sides of cavity center as shown in Fig. 9(b) (dotted
black slot).

B. 4 × 4 CAVITY SLOT ANTENNA WITH DIFFERENTIAL
RGW FEEDING
The configuration of the proposed cavity antenna and its
feeding structure are shown in Fig. 10. A substrate integrated

FIGURE 8. RGW with the magic tee transition. (a) Electric field
distribution of the TE10 mode in the proposed RGW. (b) Electric fields
distribution of a cross section of the magic tee of RGW. (c) S-parameters
of back to back transition.

waveguide (SIW) cavity antenna is designed and excited by
the RGW odd mode as a differential feeding technique to
excite the TE440 mode inside the cavity. This cavity antenna
is designed using Rogers 5880 (εr = 2.2, tan σ = 0.002)
substrate with a thickness hc = 1.58mm. As shown in
Fig. 10 (a), walls built by metallic vias are used to form the
square cavity.

Based on the fields distribution inside the cavity, sixteen
slots can be etched in phase on the top of the cavity as shown
in Fig. 10 (a) where 4 × 4 standing waves are uniformly
distributed in the cavity. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the slots
distribute with equal shift distance (Sc = 1.4mm) from
the dotted line. The electric field across the slots is shown
in Fig. 9(b), where the black arrows describe the orientation
of the electric field. Since all the slots are etched in phase, all
the sixteen slots of the antenna radiate in phase. The cavity
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FIGURE 9. Magnetic and electric fields distribution of TE440 mode in
square waveguide cavity. (a) The electric field in square waveguide cavity.
(b) The magnetic field in the cavity and Electric field across the slots.

TABLE 2. Dimensions of proposed antenna.

antenna is excited by the structure shown in Fig. 10(b). All
the dimensions of the proposed structure are listed in Table 2.

The integrated structure of 4 × 4 cavity slot antenna is
shown in Fig. 10(c). The input field propagates along the
wide RGW structure and couples to the cavity through the
two horizontal slots that are etched on top of the RGW. Two
vias with a radius of DM and a height of Hshort are positioned
at the centers of the two coupling slots of the RGW. The vias,
which are symmetric with respect to the z-axis, are built to
improve the impedance matching.

The simulated results of the reflection coefficient and
gain of the proposed cavity antenna are obtained using two
full-wave solvers, namely the HFSS and the computer simu-
lator technology (CST). The two independent solvers offer
a considerable validation of the proposed design (HFSS
uses finite element method while CST uses finite integral
time domain method). The purpose from this comparison

FIGURE 10. The geometry of the proposed cavity antenna structure.
(a) 3D view of the SIW cavity. (b) Cavity excitation structure. (c) Whole
cavity slot antenna structure.

is to provide a solid verification of the results before the
fabrication stage.

As shown in Fig. 11, a very good agreement between
the results is achieved. The fractional bandwidth is about
7.1% with a center frequency 33.5 GHz. The simulated gain
is about 16.5 dBi over the bandwidth. It should be noted
that one can use the same proposed feeding approach for
feeding similar cavities made from different substrates such
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of the HFSS and CST simulated reflection
coefficients and gains of the proposed cavity antenna.

as Rogers RT6002, Rogers RT5880 and Rogers RO3035,and
can provide good performance.

V. PARAMETRIC STUDY
A parametric study has been carried out in order to show
the effect of the most crucial dimensions on the proposed
antenna performance, in terms of the gain and the reflection
coefficient. The length of slot that etched on the top plate
of RGW to feed the cavity (L-slot), matching pin position
(l-match), substrate thickness (hc), and cavity slot length and
slot center offset (Ls and Sc) are selected for this parametric
study.

The parametric study can be concluded in followed points:

• Thematching pin position (l-match) and the length of the
feeding slot (l-slot) have the same effect on the antenna’s
gain and matching performances, where increasing any
one of them improves the gain and the matching until
it reaches the optimum value. Then, the performance
degrades again when moving away from the optimum
value. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 where the gain and
reflection coefficient with different values of the l-match
and l-slot are presented. The optimum value of l-match
and l-slot are 2.5mm and 3.3 mm respectively. The gain
drops more than 1.5 dBi when moving away from the
optimum values.

• The parametric study carry outed on cavity parame-
ters hc, andls), shows a shift on the resonance frequency
toward the lower frequencies when increasing any of
them. This is depicted in Fig. 13(a), (c) where the gain
and reflection coefficient for different values of hc and
ls is presented. The optimum values ofhc and ls are
1.58mm and 4.4mm respectively. Also, there is a gain
drop and degradation on the matching away from the
optimum values.

• Changing Sc has a slight effect on the peak gain and
the reflection coefficient. There is a drop in the gain at
high frequencies for high values of Sc where the slots
reaches the edge of the cavity. The optimum value of Sc
is 1.4mm.

FIGURE 12. Simulated reflection coefficients and gain of the proposed
antenna considering the impact of varying different geometric parameters
of cavity feeding: (a) l-match; (b) L-slot.

VI. 3D PRINTING IMPLEMENTATION
In order to verify the proposed design, a prototype of the
cavity slot antenna with differential feeding is fabricated as
showed in Fig. 14(a,b). The feeding, the cavity antenna, and
the transition are fabricated individually, then they are com-
bined together by screws. The standard WR-28 waveguide is
used to excite the structure at the Ka band. The technology
used for the implementation of this structure is the three-
dimensional printing of a plastic material, then the structure
is plated with copper.

In the measurement setup, the antenna is mounted on
fixture as illustrated in Fig. 15. The reflection coefficient of
the antenna is measured by the Agilent N52271A network
analyzer while the antenna radiation pattern and gain are
measured in the antenna anechoic chamber by NSI far-field
measurement system.

A. GAIN AND REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
The simulated and measured results of the reflection coef-
ficient and gain of the proposed antenna are compared to
each other as shown in Fig. 16. There is a good agreement
between simulation and measurement results. The measured
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FIGURE 13. Simulated reflection coefficients and gain of the proposed
antenna considering the impact of varying different geometric parameters
of the cavity: (a) hc, (b) Ls, and (c) Sc.

fractional bandwidth of the structure is 8.3% (from 32.5 GHz
to 35.3 GHz).The measured and simulated gains of the pro-
posed antenna are also shown in Fig. 16 where both of them
are around 16.5 dBi in the operating bandwidth. The slight
difference between the simulated and measured results are
due to the effect of the manufacture accuracy.

FIGURE 14. The fabricated 4 × 4 cavity antenna: (a) individual parts and
(b) assembled parts.

FIGURE 15. Photos of the measurement set up.

FIGURE 16. Comparison of simulated and measured reflection
coefficients and gains of the proposed cavity antenna.

B. RADIATION PATTREN
The measured and simulated E-plane and H-plane radia-
tion patterns of the proposed cavity antenna are illustrated
in Fig. 17. The results are in a good agreement in both of
E- and H-planes. The side lobe levels of E-plane and H-plane
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FIGURE 17. Measured and Simulated radiation patterns of the proposed cavity antenna. (a) 32.75 GHz. (b) 33.5 GHz. (c) 34.5 GHz.

TABLE 3. Comparison with previously antenna arrays.

patterns at 33.5 GHz are −17dB and −13.8dB, respectively.
Since the cavity has symmetric shape and excited by differ-
ential feeding, the radiation patterns of the cavity are mainly
symmetric especially in H-plane. The results show that the
cross- polarization level is below −35 dB and −27 dB in
the E-plane and H-plane, respectively, across the whole the
operating bandwidth.

A comparison among related reported antennas and this
work is listed in Table 3. Using the second order mode as
a differential feeding for the cavity slot antenna presented in
this work has some advantages compared to other antennas

listed in the table. The proposed antenna has a superior radia-
tion performance which has low cross polarization level, rela-
tively higher gain, low side lobe level, symmetrical radiation
pattern, and good aperture efficiency. Moreover, the match-
ing bandwidth has been enhanced compared to the reported
works.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, a differential excitation mechanism for
a 4× 4-element cavity slot array antenna is introduced and
implemented using the TE10 mode of a wide RGW. The RGW
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technology has been used in order to decrease the dielectric
and radiation losses that can be caused by using other tech-
nologies especially at high frequency band as the wave prop-
agates in an air gap between the ridge line and the top plate
The differential feeding concept is achieved by etching two
slots on the top of the proposed wide RGW to feed the cavity
antenna. The proposed antenna achieve a good performance
with a 16.5 dBi realized gain, a good symmetrical radiation
pattern, and low cross-polarization level (about−35 dB in the
E-plane and −27 dB in the H-plane) within 32.5-35.3 GHz
frequency range. The proposed structure is simulated, fab-
ricated and measured. The comparison between measured
and simulated results shows a good agreement. Thus, this
kind of differential feeding showed a promising potential for
feeding large cavity antenna arrays used in different MMW
applications.
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